
ATHENS AND JERUSALEM:   
Must I live under two laws at once? 
 
Edwin Judge at CBF Legal  
 
5 x Thursday breakfasts: 29 April, 6, 13, 20, 27 May 2010 

Venue: Silks Coffee Lounge, 170 Phillip St (next to Law Society/Bar Association) 

7:20-7:30am order and pay for breakfast (at own cost).  

7:40am-8:20am. Talk and question time  

Edwin Judge will explore both the classical and biblical cultural traditions whose 
interaction have created the distinctive dynamic mix forming 'Western civilisation'. In 
each session, Prof Judge will pinpoint key texts explaining the philosophical 
foundations of our legal system and rule of law, and legal theory of analysis of 
evidence 
 
 
1. (29 April) Why do I not live by the “cycle of nature”? 
 
At Athens, reason ruled the universe. The cosmos (gods included) was perfect and 
complete. The universe was thus eternal and could not change – things might revolve, 
but would stay the same. This was the ‘cycle of nature”. Aristotle laid out in detail the 
law of nature which explained the existing order. While the ancient Greeks observed 
the natural world, such data was analysed according to predetermined view of a static 
universe.  This view will be critiqued. 
 
Areas of Law: Theory of interpretation and analysis of evidence 
 
2. (6 May) Why do I not live by ‘the royal law’? 
 
At Jerusalem, God was held to be the ruler of creation. The world was not eternal, but 
had a beginning when God made it. The world could change, but subject to God’s 
‘royal law’. God’s law demanded clear standards of behaviour both to God and one’s 
neighbour – and such standards were codified for specific cases under Moses. This is 
the start of western culture’s concept of moral obligation. The claim that the 
Enlightenment gave rise to morality will be critiqued. 
 
Areas of Law: jurisprudence of rule of law, history of legal ethics 
 
 
3. (13 May) What if I ‘hold the law in contempt and judge the law’? 
 
An ancient Greek magnate was advised to curb his ambition, otherwise he could 
easily overreach its rational limit, and such excessive success might provoke the gods 
to envy. Even if a person meant well by such excessive action, it only served to 
sharpen that person’s tragic doom. While the Israelite prophets also warned people 



not to ‘hold the law in contempt and judge the law’, there was nevertheless a 
possibility of blessing, and even a sinner might plead for God’s mercy. 
 
Areas of Law: jurisprudence of rule of law and legal theory, foundations of Equity 
and ethics. 
 



 
4. (20 May) Is there an ‘ultimate law’, the one for freedom? 
 
Classical philosophy’s concept of freedom meant to live in harmony with nature, 
which was expressed in the decrees of fate. For example, Socrates found it reasonable 
to accept the death penalty which his country imposed on him. By contrast, the 
biblical apostle James advocated ‘the ultimate law’ as ‘one for freedom’ – which 
looked beyond the established order to the promise of freedom from penalty under the 
law and personal fulfilment. The biblical concept of personal freedom through the law 
will be explored. 
 
Areas of law: jurisprudence of rule of law, legal theory of ‘natural law’, personal 
liberty, foundation of ethics. 
 
 
5. (27 May) How should our dual heritage affect one’s life in the public square? 
 
The ‘two laws’ – of Athens and Jerusalem – are not simply alternative options, they 
are radical alternative worldviews. Yet this uneasy heritage of both Athens and 
Jerusalem is built into each of our individual minds - it explains the dynamism of 
Western thought. Athens’ classical thought required reason and behaviour within the 
natural order, while Jerusalem’s Genesis account opened up the universe to the 
experimental method, creating modern science which tests a world subject to change. 
This duality of thought means that each of us are kept in suspense between Athens’ 
orderly ethics and Jerusalem’s sacrificial morality. 
 
Areas of law: jurisprudence of rule of law, legal theory of ‘natural law’, theory of 
evidence, foundation of ethics. 


